16. Parkour zone with low, linked timber decks surrounded by dense, robust ground planting leading to large low-slung cargo net (16a.) with 1:20 accessible link path. Each walkway

17. Wheelchair accessible ramp fun glider with unimpeded rubber access that also gives to cargo net

18. Large dimension timber swing with accessible harness, toddler seat, rigid seat and rigid seat with various discs including extended space for carers to swing occupants, with organic softfall surrounds

19. Timber Polka spinner

20. Timber troll tree rollover bars

21. Timber goblin climber

22. Sculpted timber portal with mystery paving (22a.) to standing stones' summit

23. Standing stones mystery zone with large stone and timber sculptures (23a.), all-weather surfaces with inlaid references to the stars and seasons and visually linked to other standing stones across site

24. Existing shade structure over splash pad area with interactive poppers and water spitting dragons (24a.)

25. Rock climbing element with differing heights for graded challenge

26. Large timber eyrie with access route, multiple levels (including formal access to second level) and interconnecting play elements between towers

27. Giant bird nest at top of eyrie with discovery elements throughout towers